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Can anyone tell me how to pass the simulation validation in Sims 4? I've followed all instructions but the world won't load.
I get a message that says (135:b8175610:cf32cbab), see image. I did the validator but the cracked version couldn't detect

my codes. Help?! Great keygen, easy to use and works perfect, only one thing, it does come with a new sims 4, i just
replaced it with my old sims 3 save file and it works fine. As well as using the sims 4 from last week it also works with all
other games i have. For years I've wanted to try a Sims on my computer. As a grown woman, (46)I feel old. I grew up on
sims and I play the sims by the bucket. I play where I live, because it's closer to my life. I'm using the pc version, and this
program works like a champ. It's taken me a couple hours but it worked out perfectly. I've spent more time googling to try

to figure out how to use it, than I did figuring out how to enter the download code. One thing I can tell you, playing the
sims on my computer was addictive. Thanks again! hi. thank you so much for this! i downloaded the method 4 version and
all ran smoothly. my configuration is set and the g_ the sims 4 folder has the cnt at 77. when i opened the game, it gave

me the notifications for new content and the icons for the new worlds appeared. when i hover over the world icon
however, it gives the message that it still needs to be downloaded when i go into origin there is no download happening
nor is there an option to initiate it do you have any suggestions or should i start the process again from the beginning
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